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Abstract 
We introduce the multidimensional manifold extraction for multicarrier continuous-
variable (CV) quantum key distribution (QKD). The manifold extraction utilizes the re-
sources that are injected into the transmission by the additional degrees of freedom of the 
multicarrier modulation. We demonstrate the results through the AMQD (adaptive multi-
carrier quadrature division) scheme, which granulates the information into Gaussian sub-
carrier CVs and divides the physical link into several Gaussian sub-channels for the trans-
mission. We prove that the exploitable extra degree of freedom in a multicarrier CVQKD 
scenario significantly extends the possibilities of single-carrier CVQKD. The manifold ex-
traction allows for the parties to reach decreased error probabilities by utilizing those ex-
tra resources of a multicarrier transmission that are not available in a single-carrier 
CVQKD setting. We define the multidimensional manifold space of multicarrier CVQKD 
and the optimal tradeoff between the available degrees of freedom of the multicarrier 
transmission. We also extend the manifold extraction for the multiple-access AMQD-
MQA (multiuser quadrature allocation) multicarrier protocol. The additional resources of 
multicarrier CVQKD allow the achievement of significant performance improvements that 
are particularly crucial in an experimental scenario. 
 
Keywords: quantum key distribution, continuous-variables, CVQKD, AMQD, AMQD-
MQA, quantum Shannon theory. 
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1  Introduction 
By utilizing the fundamental laws of quantum mechanics, the continuous-variable quantum key 
distribution (CVQKD) systems allow to realize an unconditionally secure communication through 
the currently established communication networks. The CVQKD protocols do not require single 
photon devices in contrast to the first developed discrete-variable (DV) QKD protocols [1–17]. 
This significant benefit has immediately made possible to achieve the practical implementation of 
QKD by the standard devices of traditional telecommunications [18–19], [23–25]. In a CVQKD 
setting, the information is carried by Gaussian random distributed position and momentum quad-
ratures, which identify a quantum state in the phase space. The quantum states are sent through 
a noisy link (e.g., an optical fiber or a wireless optical channel [18–19], [26-30]), which adds a 
white Gaussian noise to the phase space transmission. Despite the fact that the noise characteris-
tic of a CVQKD transmission is plausible and well exploitable in the security proofs, the perform-
ance of CVQKD, particularly the currently available secret key rates, is still below the rates of 
the protocols of traditional telecommunications. This issue brings up a potential requirement on 
the delivery of an intensive performance enhancement for CVQKD. In particular, for this purpose 
the multicarrier CVQKD modulation has been recently proposed through the multicarrier trans-
mission scheme of AMQD (adaptive multicarrier quadrature division) [2]. The AMQD allows im-
proved secret key rates and higher tolerable excess noise in comparison with standard (referred to 
as single-carrier throughout) CVQKD. The multicarrier transmission granulates the information 
into several Gaussian subcarrier CVs, which are then transmitted through the Gaussian sub-
channels. Particularly, the AMQD divides the physical Gaussian channel into several Gaussian 
sub-channels; each sub-channel is dedicated for the conveying of a given Gaussian subcarrier CV. 
Similar to single-carrier CVQKD, a multicarrier CVQKD also provides an unconditional security 
against the most powerful attacks [2]. Specifically, the benefits of AMQD have been extended by 
SVD-assistance (singular value decomposition) through the SVD-assisted AMQD [4]. Precisely, 
the SVD-assistance further injects an additional degree of freedom into the multicarrier transmis-
sion. The multicarrier CVQKD has been also proposed for a multiple-access scenario through the 
AMQD-MQA (multiuser quadrature allocation) scheme [3]. The AMQD-MQA allows for several 
legal parties to perform reliable simultaneous secret communication over a shared physical Gaus-
sian link through the combination of a sophisticated allocation mechanism of the Gaussian sub-
carriers and the careful utilization of the Gaussian sub-channels. The secret key rates and security 
thresholds of multicarrier transmission have been proven in [5], leading to enhanced secret key 
rates in both one- and two-way CVQKD. The common root of these improvements is that the 
additional degrees of freedom injected by the multicarrier transmission act as a resource, allowing 
for the parties to exceed significantly the possibilities of singe-carrier CVQKD. We also further 
confirm this statement in this work through the utilization of these extra resources. 
In traditional communications, the diversity is an effective technique to improve the perform-
ance of communication over a noisy channel. The diversity can be obtained through several dif-
ferent tools—most of these solutions are based on sophisticated information coding approaches. 
The diversity of classical communication channels represents an extra resource from which several 
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benefits can be extracted to improve the performance of the transmission. The diversity in tradi-
tional telecommunications can be obtained via time, frequency, space, and coding [20–22]. Basi-
cally, in a communication scenario, the diversity provides a useful tool to improve the rates and 
the reliability. Here we show that similar benefits can be obtained for a multicarrier CVQKD 
scenario. The proposed solution is called manifold extraction. We propose the manifold extraction 
for multicarrier CVQKD, achieving an improved transmission by utilizing those available addi-
tional degrees of freedom in the Gaussian quantum channel that are obviously not available in a 
single-carrier CVQKD setting. In particular, the extractable manifold provided by the additional 
degrees of freedom of a multicarrier CVQKD transmission also allows for the parties in a multi-
ple-access scenario to decrease much more significantly the error probabilities than it does pres-
ently in a single-carrier scheme. Specifically, the origin of these benefits is that the additional 
degrees of freedom of the multicarrier CVQKD provide an exploitable resource for the legal par-
ties.  
The proposed manifold extraction uses a sophisticated phase space constellation for the Gaus-
sian sub-channels [4] which provides a natural framework to exploit the manifold patterns of the 
sub-channel transmittance coefficients. The manifold extraction can be applied for an arbitrary 
distribution of the sub-channel transmittance coefficients and, by exploiting some properties of 
the phase space constellation it does not require the use of a statistical model. The proposed 
phase space constellation offers an analogous criterion to an averaging over the statistics of the 
sub-channel transmittance coefficients. We compare the achievable performance of manifold ex-
traction of multicarrier and single-carrier CVQKD. We determine the optimal manifold-degree of 
freedom ratio tradeoff curve and define its attributes in a single and multicarrier CVQKD setting. 
We prove that the manifold extraction in a multicarrier scenario offers significantly decreased 
error probabilities, and through the sophisticated allocation of the Gaussian subcarrier CVs this 
benefit can be extended to all legal users of a multiple-access multicarrier CVQKD. We character-
ize the multidimensional manifold space of multicarrier CVQKD and define the multidimensional 
optimal tradeoff function in a high-dimensional manifold space. We then study the manifold ex-
traction for multicarrier CVQKD through AMQD, and multiple-access multicarrier CVQKD 
through AMQD-MQA, respectively.  
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes some preliminary findings. Section 3 
defines the multidimensional manifold space for CVQKD. Section 4 proposes the manifold extrac-
tion of multicarrier CVQKD and multiple-access multicarrier CVQKD. Finally, Section 5 con-
cludes the results. Supplemental Information is included in the Appendix. 
 
2  Preliminaries 
In Section 2, we briefly summarize the notations and basic terms. For further information, see the 
detailed descriptions of [2–5]. 
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2.1  Basic Terms and Definitions 
2.1.1  Multicarrier CVQKD 
In this section we very briefly summarize the basic notations of AMQD from [2]. The following 
description assumes a single user, and the use of n Gaussian sub-channels i  for the transmis-
sion of the subcarriers, from which only l sub-channels will carry valuable information.    
In the single-carrier modulation scheme, the j-th input single-carrier state j j jx pj = +i  is a 
Gaussian state in the phase space  , with i.i.d. Gaussian random position and momentum quad-
ratures ( )
0
20,jx wsÎ  , ( )020,jp wsÎ  , where 02ws  is the modulation variance of the quadra-
tures. In the multicarrier scenario, the information is carried by Gaussian subcarrier CVs, 
i i ix pf = + i , ( )20,ix wsÎ  , ( )20,ip wsÎ  , where 2ws  is the modulation variance of the 
subcarrier quadratures, which are transmitted through a noisy Gaussian sub-channel i . Pre-
cisely, each i  Gaussian sub-channel is dedicated for the transmission of one Gaussian subcarrier 
CV from the n subcarrier CVs. (Note: index l refers to the subcarriers, while index j, to the sin-
gle-carriers, throughout the manuscript.) The single-carrier state jj  in the phase space   can 
be modeled as a zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian random variable 
20,
z j
jz ws
æ ö÷çÎ ÷ç ÷çè ø , with variance 
22
z j
jzws
é ù= ê úë û , and with i.i.d. real and imaginary zero-mean 
Gaussian random components ( ) ( )
0
2Re 0,jz wsÎ  , ( ) ( )02Im 0,jz wsÎ  .  
In the multicarrier CVQKD scenario, let n be the number of Alice’s input single-carrier Gaussian 
states. Precisely, the n input coherent states are modeled by an n-dimensional, zero-mean, circu-
lar symmetric complex random Gaussian vector  
( ) ( )1, , 0,Tnz z= + = Î zz x p K i ,                               (1) 
where each jz  is a zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian random variable  
20,
z j
jz ws
æ ö÷çÎ ÷ç ÷çè ø , j j jz x p= + i .                                      (2) 
Specifically, the real and imaginary variables (i.e., the position and momentum quadratures) for-
mulate n-dimensional real Gaussian random vectors, ( )1, , Tnx x=x   and ( )1, , Tnp p=p  , 
with zero-mean Gaussian random variables  
( )
2
22
0
0
1
2
xj
jf x e
sw
ws p
-
= , ( )
2
22
0
0
1
2
pj
jf p e
sw
ws p
-
= ,                          (3) 
where zK  is the n n´  Hermitian covariance matrix of z : 
†é ùê úë û=zK zz ,                                               (4) 
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while †z  is the adjoint of z . For vector z , e eg gé ùé ù é ù= =ê úë û ë ûë ûz z zi i    holds, and 
( )TT Te e eg g gé ùé ù é ù= =ê úê ú ê úë û ë ûê úë ûzz z z zzi i i2   ,                             (5) 
for any 0,2g pé ùÎ ë û . The density of z  is as follows (assuming that zK  is invertible): 
( ) † 11
detn
f ep
--= z
z
z K z
K
z .                                      (6) 
A n-dimensional Gaussian random vector is expressed as =x As , where A  is an (invertible) 
linear transform from n  to n , and s  is an n-dimensional standard Gaussian random vector 
( )0,1
n
 . This vector is characterized by its covariance matrix T Té ù =ê úë û=xK xx AA , as 
( ) ( )
( )21
2 det
.
T
T
n T
e
p
-
=
x x
AA
AA
x                                      (7) 
The Fourier transformation ( )F ⋅  of the n-dimensional Gaussian random vector ( )1, , Tnv v=v   
results in the n-dimensional Gaussian random vector ( )1, , Tnm m=m  , precisely: 
( )
( )2 2 21
0
2 2
m mnT T
F e e
sw- + +-= = =m AA mm v

.                               (8) 
In the first step of AMQD, Alice applies the inverse FFT (fast Fourier transform) operation to 
vector z  (see (1)), which results in an n-dimensional zero-mean, circular symmetric complex 
Gaussian random vector d , ( )0,Î dd K , ( )1, , Tnd d=d  , precisely as 
( )
( )2 2 21
0
2 21
d dnT T
F e e
sw + +-= = =d AA dd z

,                               (9) 
where  
i ii d d
d x p= + i , ( )20,
i
i d
d sÎ  ,                                 (10) 
where 22
di
idws
é ù= ê úë û  and the position and momentum quadratures of if  are i.i.d. Gaussian 
random variables 
( ) ( )2Re 0,
i i
i dd x ws= Î  , ( ) ( )2Im 0,i ii dd p ws= Î  ,                      (11) 
where †é ùê úë û=dK dd , e eg gé ùé ù é ù= =ê úë û ë ûë ûd d di i   , and ( )TT Te e eg g gé ùé ù é ù= =ê úê ú ê úë û ë ûê úë ûdd d d ddi i i2    
for any 0,2g pé ùÎ ë û . 
The ( )T   transmittance vector of   in the multicarrier transmission is 
( ) ( ) ( )1 1 , , T nn nT Té ù= Îë ûT     ,                            (12) 
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where 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )Re Imi i i i i iT T T= + Î   i ,                         (13) 
is a complex variable, which quantifies the position and momentum quadrature transmission (i.e., 
gain) of the i-th Gaussian sub-channel i , in the phase space  , with real and imaginary parts  
( )0 Re 1 2 ,i iT£ £  and ( )0 Im 1 2i iT£ £ .                  (14) 
Particularly, the ( )i iT   variable has the squared magnitude of  
( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2Re Imi i i i i iT T T= + Î    ,                       (15) 
where  
( ) ( )Re Imi i i iT T=  .                                      (16) 
The Fourier-transformed transmittance of the i-th sub-channel i  (resulted from CVQFT (con-
tinuous-variable quantum Fourier transform) operation at Bob) is denoted by  
( )( ) 2i iF T  .                                               (17)  
The n-dimensional zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian noise vector ( )20,
n
sDD Î   
of the quantum channel  , is evaluated as  
( ) ( )1, , 0,Tn DD = D D Î K  ,                                (18) 
where  
†
D é ùê úë= D ûDK  ,                                            (19) 
with independent, zero-mean Gaussian random components  
( )20,
i i
x sD Î   , and ( )20,i ip sD Î   ,                              (20) 
with variance 2
i
s , for each iD  of a Gaussian sub-channel i , which identifies the Gaussian 
noise of the i-th sub-channel i  on the quadrature components in the phase space  .  
The CVQFT-transformed noise vector can be rewritten as 
( ) ( ) ( )( )1 , , TnF F FD = D D ,                                   (21) 
with independent components ( ) ( )( )20,i ix FF sD Î    and ( ) ( )( )20,i ip FF sD Î    on the quad-
ratures, for each ( )iF D . Precisely, it also defines an n-dimensional zero-mean, circular symmet-
ric complex Gaussian random vector ( ) ( )( )0, FF DD Î K  with a covariance matrix 
( ) ( ) ( )†F F FD = D Dé ùê úë ûK  ,                                       (22)                     
where ( )F D D=K K , by theory. 
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2.1.2  SVD-Assisted Multicarrier CVQKD 
We briefly summarize the SVD-assisted multicarrier CVQKD scheme from [4]. The detailed de-
scription of the multiple-access AMQD-MQA scheme is included in [3]. 
Precisely, the singular layer consists of a pre-unitary 1F  ( 1U ) (scaled FFT operation (scaled 
CVQFT), independent from the IFFT (inverse Fast Fourier transform) operation F ( 1U )) and a 
post-unitary 12U
-  (CVQFT operation, independent from the U †CVQFT  operation) that perform 
the pre- and post-transform.  
The pre-unitary 1F  ( 1U ) transforms such that the input will be sent through the il  eigenchan-
nels of the Gaussian link, whereas 12U
-  performs its inverse. Note that the pre- 1F  ( 1U ) and post-
1
2U
-  unitaries are the not inverse of F  and U  but 11F
-  ( 11U
- ) and 2U , respectively. In particu-
lar, these unitaries define the set 1S  of singular operators, as follows [4]: 
{ }11 1 2,F U-=S .                                              (23) 
Specifically, if each transmit user sends a single-carrier Gaussian CV signal to an encoder  , then 
the pre-operator is the unitary 1U , the CVQFT operation, whereas the unitary post-operator is 
achieved by the inverse CVQFT operation 12U
- , defining the set 2S  of singular operators as 
{ }12 1 2,U U-=S .                                              (24) 
The subindices of the operators { }11 2,F U-  and { }11 2,U U-  are different in each iS , 1,2i =  be-
cause these operators are not the inverse of each other.  
These operators are determined by the SVD of ( )F T , which is evaluated as 
( ) 12 1F U F-= GT ,                                              (25) 
where 11 1, in in
K KF F ´- Î   and 12 2, out outK KU U ´- Î  , inK , and outK  refer to the number of sender 
and receiver users such that  
in outK K£ , 1 11 1 1 1F F F F I- -= = ,                               (26) 
and 
1 1
2 2 2 2U U U U I
- -= = .                                      (27) 
The term G Î   is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative real diagonal elements  
min1 2
,nl l l³ ³                                          (28) 
which are called the eigenchannels of ( ) 12 1F U F-= GT , where 
( )min min ,in outn K K= ,                                         (29) 
which equals to the rank of ( )F T , where 
in outK K£ ,                                                (30) 
by an initial assumption. (Note: the eigenchannels are also called the ordered singular values of 
( )F T .) In terms of the il  eigenchannels, ( )F T  can be precisely rewritten as 
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( )
min
1
2, 1,i i in
F U Fl -= åT ,                                       (31) 
where 12, 1,i i iU Fl -  are rank-one matrices. In fact, the minn  squared eigenchannels 2il  are the eigen-
values of the matrix 
( ) ( )† 12 2TF F U U-= GGT T ,                                      (32) 
where TG  is the transpose of G . 
The complete description of the singular layer of CVQKD can be found in [4]. 
 
2.1.3  Rate Formulas of Multicarrier CVQKD 
The complete derivation of the secret key rate formulas can be found in [5], here we give a brief 
overview on the transmission rates of multicarrier CVQKD. 
In particular, the (real domain) classical capacity of a Gaussian sub-channel i  in the multicar-
rier setting is  
 ( ) ( )( )
22
2
1
22
log 1 ,
i ii
i
F T
iC
ws
s
æ ö÷ç ÷ç= + ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
                                    (33) 
while in the SVD-assisted AMQD,  
( ) ( )( )
22
2
1
22
log 1 ,
i ii
i
F T
iC
ws
s
¢¢æ ö÷ç ÷¢ ç= + ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
                                    (34) 
where ( )2 2 21 cw w ws s s¢¢ = + > . 
Specifically, the SNR (signal to noise ratio) of i  is expressed as 
2
2
SNR i
i
i
ws
s=  ,                                                 (35) 
while the SNR of   at a constant modulation variance 2ws  is 
2
2
SNR wss=  .  
Particularly, in the SVD-assisted AMQD, it referred to as  
2
2
SNR i
i
i
ws
s
¢¢¢ =

, and 
2
2
SNR wss
¢¢¢ =

,                                    (36) 
respectively. From (33) and (34), the (real domain) classical information transmission rates 
( )kR   and ( )kR¢   of user kU  through the l i  Gaussian sub-channels in AMQD and SVD-
assisted AMQD are precisely as follows: 
( ) ( )( )
22
2
1
22
max log 1
i ii
F T
k li
R w
s
s"
é æ öù÷çê ú÷ç£ + ÷çê ú÷ç ÷è øê úë û
å

  ,                          (37) 
and 
( ) ( )( )
22
2
1
22
max log 1
i ii
F T
k li
R w
s
s
¢¢
"
é æ öù÷çê ú÷¢ ç£ + ÷çê ú÷ç ÷è øê úë û
å

  .                          (38) 
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Precisely, the *SNRi  (signal to noise ratio) of the i-th Gaussian sub-channel i  for the transmis-
sion of private classical information (i.e., for the derivation of the secret key rate) under an opti-
mal Gaussian attack [5], [14-16] is expressed as  
2
2
*
*SNR i
i
i
ws
s=

, and 
2
2
*
*SNR wss=

,                                  (39) 
where *2
i
s  is precisely evaluated as [5]  
( )( )
( )( )
22 2
* 22 2
1
2 2
1
1
i ii i
ii i ii i
F T
F T
w
w
s s
w s s
s s C
C
-+
+
æ ö÷ç ÷ç= - ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø

 
,                                 (40) 
where 
2 2
0 ,
i
iNs sC = +                                                (41) 
and where 2s  is the vacuum noise and iN  is the excess noise of the Gaussian sub-channel i  
defined as 
( ) ( )( )
( )
2
,
2
,
1
1
i Eve i
Eve i
W F T
i
F T
N
-
-
= ,                                         (42) 
where iW  is the variance of Eve’s EPR state used for the attacking of i , while  
2 2
, 1Eve i iT T= -                                           (43) 
is the transmittance of Eve’s beam splitter (BS), and 2iT  is the transmittance of i . 
Precisely, in the SVD-assisted multicarrier CVQKD,  
( ) 22
*
*
SNR i
i
i
ws
s
¢¢¢ =

 and ( ) 22
*
*
SNR wss
¢¢¢ =

,                             (44) 
for i  and  , respectively. 
Particularly, from (40) the ( )iP   private classical capacity (real domain) is expressed as 
( ) ( )( )
22
2
*
1
22
log 1 .
i ii
i
F T
iP
ws
s
æ ö÷ç ÷ç= + ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
                                 (45) 
The SVD-assisted ( )iP ¢   from (44) is then yielded precisely as 
( ) ( )( )
22
2
*
1
22
log 1 .
i ii
i
F T
iP
ws
s
¢¢æ ö÷ç ÷¢ ç= + ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
                                 (46) 
Assuming l Gaussian sub-channels, the (real domain) secret key rate ( )S   of AMQD and 
( )S ¢   of SVD-assisted AMQD are as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
22
2
*
2max log 1 ,
i ii
i
F T
li
S P w
s
s"
æ æ öö÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç ç£ = + ÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç ç ÷÷è è øøå 
                    (47) 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
22
2
*
2max log 1 .
i ii
i
F T
li
S P w
s
s
¢¢
"
æ æ öö÷÷ç ç ÷÷¢ ¢ ç ç£ = + ÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç ç ÷÷è è øøå 
                   (48) 
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2.2  Manifold Extraction 
In a multicarrier CVQKD scenario, the term manifold is interpreted as follows. Let the i-th com-
ponent ,j ip  of a given private random codeword ( ),1 ,, , Tj j j lp p=p   to be transmitted through 
i , where each Gaussian sub-channel is characterized by an independent transmittance coeffi-
cient ( )( ) 2i iT  . As a first approach, the number l of the Gaussian sub-channels is identified as 
the manifold of  . Precisely, the information is granulated into subcarriers, which are dispersed 
by the inverse Fourier transform, and each ,j ip  component is identified by independent transmit-
tance coefficients. A more detailed formula will be concluded in the further sections.  
Specifically, the transmission can be utilized by a permutation phase space constellation ( )P   
[4], which was recently proposed for SVD-assisted CVQKD in [4]. Using iP , 2, ,i l=   random 
permutation operators, ( )P   can be defined for the multicarrier transmission as  
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
1
1 2 1 1
, ,
, , , ,
P
l
lP P
=
=


  
  
     
                            (49) 
where ( ) ( )i jd d=      is the cardinality of ( )i  . Using ( )P  , the available degrees of 
freedom in the Gaussian link can be utilized, and the random permutation operators inject corre-
lation between the i  sub-channels via ( )1iP   .  
In particular, for each Gaussian sub-channel, the distance between the phase space constellation 
points is evaluated by id , the normalized difference function. Assuming two l-dimensional input 
random private codewords ( ),1 ,, TA A A lp p=p   and ( ),1 ,, TB B B lp p=p   and two Gaussian sub-
channels i  and j , id  is calculated precisely as follows: 
( )
2
2
*
1
, ,i A i B ip psw
s
d
¢¢
= -

,                                      (50) 
particularly, for the l Gaussian sub-channels 
( )( )2 11 2S i ll lcd ¢>  ,                                         (51) 
where the term 1 ld   is referred to as the product distance [20-22]. The maximization of this 
term ensures the maximization of the extractable manifold, and determines the errp  pairwise 
worst-case error probabilities of ,A Bp p .  
As we show in Section 3, by using ( )P   and (51), the errp  worst-case pairwise error probabil-
ity can be decreased to the theoretical lower bound. We further reveal that in a multiuser 
CVQKD scenario, this condition can be extended simultaneously for all uses. 
Let us assume that the ( )kS ¢   secret key rate of kU , for k" , is fixed precisely as follows: 
( ) ( )
min
,kk nS P
V¢ ¢=                                          (52) 
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where 0kV >  is referred to as the degree of freedom ratio of kU , and minn  has been shown in 
(29). As one can immediately conclude from (52), ( ) ( )kS P¢ ¢  .  
Without loss of generality, for a given sub-channel i , we redefine ( )k iS ¢  , , 0k iV >  precisely 
as  
( ) ( ),
min
.k ik i inS P
V¢ ¢=                                        (53) 
(Note: From this point, we use the complex domain formulas throughout the manuscript and 
( )kS ¢   and ( )k iS ¢   are fixed to (52) and (53).) 
For a given i , an errE  error event [20–22] is identified as follows:  
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )2 *2log 1 SNRerr i i i iF T S¢ ¢º + <E   ,                   (54) 
and the probability of errE  at a given ( )iS ¢   is identified by the errp  error probability as fol-
lows: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )2 *2Pr log 1 SNRerr err k i i i i ip S F T S¢ ¢ ¢= = + <E    .   (55) 
Particularly, by some fundamental argumentations on the statistical properties of a Gaussian 
random distribution [20–22], for ( )( ) ( )2 *SNR 0i i iF T ¢  , ( )( )err k ip S ¢   can be expressed as 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( )2 * 2Pr SNR logerr k i i i i ip S F T e S¢ ¢ ¢= <   ,                (56) 
while for ( )( ) ( )2 *SNRi i iF T ¢  ¥ , the corresponding error probability is as 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )2 *2Pr log SNRerr k i i i i ip S F T S¢ ¢ ¢= <   .            (57) 
Let 1l = , that is, let’s consider a single-carrier CVQKD, with ( )( ) 2F T   of  , with a secret 
key rate ( )S ¢  . In this setting, errp  is expressed precisely as [20] 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )
( )
*
*
2 *
2
2 1
SNR
1
SNR
Pr log 1 SNR
Pr
,
single
err kp S F T S
F T
¢
¢
¢ ¢ ¢= + <
æ ö÷ç= < ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
=
  
          (58) 
by theory.  
Specifically, assuming a multicarrier CVQKD scenario with l Gaussian sub-channels and secret 
key rate ( )iS ¢    per i , AMQDerrp  is derived as follows: 
Without loss of generality, we construct the set  , such that   
( )( ){ }: min i ii F T"  ,                                         (59) 
where for , 1,,i i l" =   the following condition holds: 
( )( ) ( )*1SNR .i iF T ¢³                                           (60) 
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In particular, the transmission through the Gaussian sub-channels is evaluated via set  , which 
refers to the worst-case scenario at which a ( ) 0S ¢ >  nonzero secret key rate is possible, by 
convention. Particularly, in (51), a given i¶  identifies the minimum distance between the normal-
ized ( )2 k iS ¢   points for the phase space constellation ( )i¢   of i .  
Precisely, by fundamental theory [20-22], it can be proven that for an arbitrary distribution of the 
( )( )i iF T   Fourier transformed transmittance coefficient, the maximized product distance func-
tion of (51) can be derived by an averaging over the following statistic  : 
( )( ) ( )( )( )2: 0, ,i ii i F TF T sÎ                                    (61) 
where ( )( ) ( )( ) 22 i i i iF T F Ts é ù= ê úë û  , and ( )( )i iF T   is a zero-mean, circular symmetric com-
plex Gaussian random variable with i.i.d. ( )( )( )20, 0.5 i iF Ts   zero-mean Gaussian random vari-
ables per quadrature components ix  and ip , for the i-th Gaussian subcarrier CV. 
Putting the pieces together, the maximized product distance function 1 ld   of (51) precisely can 
be obtained via an averaging over the   statistics of (61); however, (61) is, in fact, strictly pro-
vides an analogous criteria of the worst-case errp  situation in (59) via a sophisticated phase space 
constellation  , by theory [20–21]. In other words, set  , as it is given in (59) together with 
  represents a universal criteria and provides us an alternative solution to find the worst-case 
errp  error probability for arbitrary distributed ( )( )i iF T   coefficients in a multicarrier CVQKD 
scenario. Specifically, some of these argumentations can be further exploited in our analysis.  
First of all, by using (61), the averaged term ( )( ) 21 i ill F Tå   can be modeled as a sum of 
( )( )( )20, i iF Ts   distributed random variables, with zero mean and variance of ( )( )2 i iF Ts   for 
each i  sub-channels. Then, since ( )( ) 21 i ill F Tå   is the averaged sum of 2l  independent 
real Gaussian random variables, the distribution of ( )( ) 21 i ill F Tå   precisely can be approxi-
mated by a 22lc  chi-square distribution with 2l  degrees of freedom, by a density function ( )f ⋅ : 
( ) ( ) 111 ! ,l xlf x x e- --=                                        (62) 
where 0x ³ .   
In particular, for 0x  , the density can be written as 
( ) ( ) 111 ! .llf x x --»                                            (63) 
Thus, we arrive at AMQDerrp  as 
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( )( ) ( )
( )
( )
( )( )
( )( )
*
1
*SNR
*
*
21 1
SNR
11
1 !
0
1 1
!
SNR
1
SNR
Pr
,
l
l
AMQD
err i ill
l
l
l
p F T
x dx
æ ö÷ç ¢ ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
¢
-
-
¢
¢
æ ö÷ç= < ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
=
=
»
å
ò

                   (64) 
where the term 1
!l
 is negligible. 
Specifically, from (58) and (64), the d  manifold parameter picks up the following value in the 
single-carrier CVQKD setting:  
1singled = ,                                                  (65) 
while in the multicarrier CVQKD setting,  
AMQD ld = .                                                  (66) 
The result in (66) will be further sharpened in Section 3 since it significantly depends on the 
properties of the properties of the corresponding phase space constellation ( )  . From (69) it 
clearly follows that the extractable manifold d  determines the error probability of the transmis-
sion, and for higher d , the reliability of the transmission improves.  
Particularly, in a multiple-access CVQKD scenario, there exists another degree of freedom in the 
channel, the number of information carriers allocated to a given user U . This type of degree of 
freedom is denoted by V  and is referred to as the degree of freedom ratio. Without loss of gener-
ality, in the function of 0V >  (65) and (66) precisely can be rewritten as 
1singled V= - ,                                               (67) 
while, in the multicarrier CVQKD setting, it refers to the ratio of the subcarriers allocated to a 
given user,  
( )1AMQD ld V= - .                                           (68) 
Thus, in a multicarrier CVQKD scenario with l Gaussian sub-channels, for a given 0V > , the 
overall gain is l. As follows, using (67) and (68), the error probabilities can be rewritten precisely 
as 
( )( ) ( )( )( )1* *
1 1
SNR SNR
,
single
single
errp d V-¢ ¢
= =                                  (69) 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )1* *
1 1
SNR SNR
.
lAMQD
AMQD
errp d V-¢ ¢
= =                                 (70) 
The singleerrp  and 
AMQD
errp  error probabilities of (69) and (70) for ( )*SNR 1¢ ³ , for 5,10l =  Gaus-
sian sub-channels, and at 0.6V =  are compared in Fig. 1.  
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Figure 1. The error probabilities in the single-carrier and multicarrier CVQKD, ( )*SNR 1¢ ³ , 
5,10l = , and 0.6V = . 
 
In a multicarrier CVQKD protocol run, there exists an optimal tradeoff between d  and V ; how-
ever, it requires to make some preliminary assumptions, as it is concluded in Lemma 1. 
 
Lemma 1. (Manifold extraction in multicarrier CVQKD). For any ( ) 0kS ¢ >  and 
( ) ( )1 min,k kP S nV ¢ ¢=    0kV >  of user , 1, ,k outU k K=  , the ( )k kd V  extractable manifold is the 
ratio of ( )( )err kp S ¢   error probability and the minn -normalized private classical capacity 
( )
min
1 ,
n
P ¢   derived at the asymptotic limit of ( )*SNR¢  ¥ . 
 
Proof. 
In particular, at a given kV  and ( )kS ¢   (see (52)), the ( )k kd V  manifold parameter of user 
, 1, ,k outU k K=   is as follows: 
( )
( )
( )( )
( )
2
1*
min
log
SNR
lim err k
n
p S
k k P
d V ¢- ¢¢ ¥
=  ,                                 (71) 
where ( )( )err kp S ¢   is the error probability of kU  at ( )kS ¢  , while ( )*SNR¢  is the SNR of   
in an SVD-assisted AMQD modulation for private information transmission (see (44)).  
Specifically, assuming that the condition of   
( )( ) ( )*1 SNR ,i i kll F T c¢ ¶ ³å                                 (72) 
holds, where 0c >  is a constant and k¶  is the minimum distance of the ( )2 kS ¢   normalized con-
stellation points , ,i j j ij j ¹  in a phase space constellation ( )¢  , ( ) ( )¢ Í     , 
( ) ( )2 kS ¢¢ =   , evaluated precisely as  
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( ) 2
1
2
,
Skk ¢
¶ =                                                 (73) 
then at a given secret key rate ( )kS ¢  , the ( )( )err kp S ¢   error probability of the transmission of 
kU  decays as 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )
( )
*
*
SNR2 21
2
2 1
SNR
,
Sk
err k i i kll
p S Q F T
¢
¢
-
¢
æ ö÷ç ÷¢ ç= ¶ ÷ç ÷çè ø
=
å

 
                 (74) 
where ( )Q ⋅  is the Gaussian tail function. Note that the condition of (72) follows from the fact 
that the separation (i.e., k¶ ) of the constellation points of ( )   has to be significantly larger 
than s ; otherwise, the ( )Q ⋅  Gaussian tail function yields in high error probabilities [20].  
Without loss of generality, for an i  dedicated to kU  with ( )k iS ¢  , the phase space constella-
tion is referred to as ( )i¢  , ( ) ( )2 k iSi ¢¢ =   , and ( ) 21, 2Sk ik i ¢¶ =  , and 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )
( )
*
*
SNR2 2
,2
2 1
SNR
.
i
Sk i
i
err k i i i k ip S Q F T
¢
¢
-
¢
æ ö÷ç ÷¢ ç= ¶ ÷ç ÷çè ø
= 
 
                      (75) 
Exploiting the argumentation of (61) on the averaging over the   statistics of the channel trans-
mittance coefficients, and the related result in (59), the ( )( )err k ip S ¢   of a given Gaussian sub-
channel i  at ( )k iS ¢   can be determined precisely as 
( )( )
( )
( )
2 1
*SNR1 ,
Sk i
i
err k ip S e
æ ö¢ ÷ç ÷- -ç ÷ç ÷è ø
¢¢ = -

                                    (76) 
which at ( )*SNRi¢  ¥  coincidences with (75).  
Thus, using iP Î  , 2, ,i l=   drawn from a   uniform distribution, the private permutation 
phase space constellation ( )P¢  , ( ) ( )P P¢ Í     , ( ) ( )2 kSP ¢¢ =    can be defined for 
the private multicarrier transmission as  
( ) ( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
1
1 2 1 1
, ,
, , , ,
P
l
lP P
¢ ¢ ¢=
¢ ¢ ¢=


  
  
     
                            (77) 
where ( ) ( )i jd d¢ ¢=      is the cardinality of ( )i¢  . The private permutation phase space con-
stellation of (77) can be used as a corresponding ( )i¢  , for each i  sub-channels.  
In particular, assuming the use of ( )( )( )i iF T   in (61), the ( )( )err k ip S ¢   of a given sub-
channel i  with secret key rate ( ) ( )
min
,kk nS P
V¢ ¢=   can be rewritten precisely as  
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( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
,*
*
1 , , ,* *
2 *
2
SNR 12
SNR
1 1
SNR SNR
Pr log 1 SNR
Pr
,
k i
i
i
k i k i k i
i i
err k i i i i k i
i i
p S F T S
F T
V
V d V-
¢ -
¢
¢ ¢
¢ ¢ ¢= + <
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷= <ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷÷çè ø
» =
  
        (78) 
where ( )( )( )2Pr i iF T x x< » , by theory at the distribution of (61) [20–22], and 
( ), , ,1k i k i k id V V= - . Specifically, if ( )( ) ( )( )( )20, i ii i F TF T sÎ     for all i , then for the 
( )S ¢   secret key rate in the low SNR regimes the following result yields, precisely: 
( ) ( )( )
( )( )
22
2
*
22
2
2 2
* *
max
2
max
2 2
log 1
log log ,
i i
i
i i
i
F T
F T
e
S
e
w
w w
s
s
s s
s s
¢¢
¢¢ ¢¢
æ ö÷ç ÷¢ ç£ ÷ç ÷ç ÷
æ ö÷ç ÷ç + ÷ç ÷ç ÷è øè ø
æ ö÷ç ÷ç» »÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø

 


 

                   (79) 
while in the high SNR regimes 
( ) ( )( )
( )( )( )( )
22
2
*
2
2
*
max
2
2
2 2
log
log log max ,
i i
i
F T
i ii
F T
S
w
w
s
s
s
s
¢¢
¢¢
æ ö÷ç ÷¢ ç£ ÷ç ÷ç ÷è
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ø
»
è ø
+






                  (80) 
and from the law of large numbers [20]: 
( )( ) ( )( ) 22 22
2 2
* *
max
1
2 2log 1 log 1
i ii ii i
i
F TF T
ll
ww ss
s s
¢¢¢¢æ æ öö æ ö÷÷ ÷ç ç ç÷÷ ÷ç ç ç+ = +÷÷ ÷ç ç ç÷÷ ÷ç ç ç ÷÷÷
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷è øè è øø è øå  
  .          (81) 
At ( )( ) ( )( )( )20, i ii i F TF T sÎ    , the density of (76) is depicted in Fig. 2.  
 
 
Figure 2. At the distribution of the   statistics of (61), the shaded area under the curve gives 
the errp  error probability at a given ( )k iS ¢   for a Gaussian sub-channel i . 
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Note that for the transmission of classical (i.e., non-private) information,   has a cardinality of 
2 kR¢=  at a given ( )kR¢  , with a corresponding SNR¢  and ( ) 212Rkk ¢¶ =  ; for the details, see 
the description of [4]. 
An error event errE  of (54) for a sub-channel i  can be rewritten as 
( )( ) ( )( )*
21 2 1
SNR
:
Sk
err i ill
F T
¢ -
¢
<å E ;                                (82) 
thus, introducing 1Z >  which brings up by the use of a corresponding   (such as the permuta-
tion scheme in [4]),  a typical error probability is precisely expressed as follows: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( )
( )
,
min
*
*
1 1* *
*
*
2 *1
2
2 *1
2
SNR 121
SNR
1 1
SNR SNR
SNR 1
SNR
Pr log 1 SNR
Pr log 1 SNR
Pr
,
k i
k
k k
k
err k i i i i k ill
i i i ill n
i ill
p S F T S
F T P
F T
V
V V
V
V
- Z -
¢ -
¢
¢ ¢
Z
¢ -
¢
¢ ¢ ¢= + <
¢ ¢= + <
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷= <ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷÷çè ø
= =
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷= ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷÷çè ø
å
å
å
  
 
    (83) 
where ( )( )( )2Pr Zi iF T x x< »  as ( ) ( )**SNR 1 SNR 0kVæ ö÷ç ¢ -÷ç ÷÷çè øæ ö÷ç ¢ ÷ç ÷çè ø , by theory. (Note that in 
(83), the iT  transmittance coefficients are arbitrarily distributed, in contrast to (78)). As one 
immediately can conclude, the phase space constellation   provides a further decreased errp  in 
comparison to (70). 
Putting the pieces together, the optimal manifold-degree of freedom ratio tradeoff curve [20] f  
for a single-carrier scheme (e.g., if 1l =  we trivially have a single-carrier scheme) can be ex-
pressed as 
( ) ( ) ( ): 1i k k kf d V V= Z - ,                                  (84) 
where 0 1kV< £ . 
Specifically, some calculations then straightforwardly reveal that any phase space constellation 
( )   that satisfies the condition of  
( )
2 1
2Skk
q ¢¶ =                                                 (85) 
achieves the optimal f  tradeoff curve, for any constant 0q > . The recently proposed permuta-
tion phase space constellation ( )P   for SVD-assisted AMQD provably satisfies this condition 
[4]. 
Without loss of generality, assuming a constant 0g > , errp  can be rewritten precisely as 
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( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )
( )( ) ( )
( )( )
1*
1*
1*
1*
12 *1
2
SNR 1
21
SNR
SNR 1
SNR
: Pr log 1 SNR
Pr
.
kg
g
gk
g
g
g
err k i i i i k ill
i ill
p S F T S
F T
V
V
-
-
-
-
-
æ ö÷ç ÷¢ç -÷ç ÷÷çè ø
¢
¢ -
¢
æ æ ö ö÷ ÷ç ç¢ ¢ ¢÷ ÷+ <ç ç ÷ ÷ç ç ÷ ÷ç çè è ø ø
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç= < ÷ç ÷ç ÷÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
=
å
å
  
     (86) 
Thus, for gerrE , the manifold parameter is ( )gk kd V  as 
( ) ( ) ( )
( )
( )( )
( )
2
1*
min
log
SNR
1 lim err k
n
p Sg
k k k k P
gd V d V ¢- ¢¢ ¥
= ⋅ - ³  .                  (87) 
■ 
 
In Section 3, we give a proof on the multicarrier CVQKD scenario and show that there exists an 
optimal tradeoff between kV  and kd  for any kU . We further reveal that in a multicarrier setting, 
the manifold extraction significantly exceeds the possibilities of a single-carrier CVQKD scenario.  
 
3  Multidimensional Manifold Space 
Theorem 1 (Multidimensional manifold space for multicarrier CVQKD). For any ,in outK K , and 
0kV > , the   manifold is a ( ) ( )dim in k out k kK KV V V= + -  dimensional space. The num-
ber 
dim
N ^  of dimensions orthogonal to   in the ( )( )( )( )dim in outF K K=T S  dimensional 
space ( )( )( )F T S  is ( )( ) ( )( )dim in out in k out k k in k out kN K K K K K KV V V V V^ = - + - = - - , 
with ( )
( )( )* dim
1
SNR
,
Nerr kp V ^¢
=  and optimal tradeoff curve ( ) ( ) dim: k kh Nd V ^= . 
Proof. 
The proof assumes a ,in outK K  multiuser scenario. First we express errp  as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( )*min SNR 122
1
Pr log 1 ,k in
in
n
r K
err err iK r
i
p P
Vl¢ + -
=
æ öæ ö ÷ç ÷ç ÷ç ¢= = + <÷ ÷çç ÷ ÷ç ÷ç è ø ÷çè øå E            (88) 
where 2il  are the squared random singular values of ( )( )F T   [20–22]. 
Assuming 0kV > , the il  singular values can be decomposed into subsets 0s  and 1s  such that set 
{ }0 1, , ks Vl l=                                                  (89) 
contains the largest kV  singular values of ( )( )F T  , 1,i il l +<  1, , ki V=  , and where 
{ }1max , , 1ki Vl l" £ .                                            (90) 
The remaining min kn V-  singular values formulate the subset 1s , as 
{ }
min1 1
, ,
k n
s Vl l+=  ,                                          (91) 
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where 
{ } ( )*min 11 SNRmax , ,k ni Vl l+ ¢" £ .                                   (92) 
In particular, from (89) and (91), for the rank of ( )( )F T  , the following relation identifies an 
error event errE : 
( )( )( ):err krank F V£TE  .                                      (93) 
Thus, the errp  at a given kV  is precisely referred to as 
( ) ( )( )( )( )Prerr k kp rank FV V= £T  .                              (94) 
Specifically, at 0kV = , ( )err kp V  is evaluated as 
( ) ( )( ) { } ( )
( )( )
*min
*
1
1
SNR
1
SNR
0 Pr : max , ,
.
K Kin out
err k ni
p FV l l
¢"
¢
æ ö÷ç= = £ ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
=
T 
              (95) 
At 0kV  , in (88) the corresponding relation is 
( )*
1
SNR
,il ¢£                                              (96) 
thus for the sum of the minn  squared eigenvalues il ,  
( )( )min 22
1
,
k
n
i U
i k
F Tl
=
=å å                                     (97) 
where 
kU
  refers to the logical channel of kU , which consists of the allocated Gaussian subcarri-
ers of that user.  
As follows, (96) holds if only 
( )( ) ( )*
2
1
SNR
,
kU
F T
¢
£                                       (98) 
thus, 
( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )( )
*
*
dim*
2
1
SNR
1
SNR
1
SNR
0 Pr
,
k
K Kin out
F
err k Up F TV ¢
¢
¢
æ ö÷ç = < ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
»
=
T 

                       (99) 
since the dimension of the space ( )( )( )F T S  for a ,in outK K  multiple-access scenario is [20]: 
( )( )( )( )dim in outF K K=T S .                               (100) 
Particularly, the   manifold space can be represented as a krank V-  matrix M (see later (102)
); thus, it precisely has a dimension of  
( ) ( )dim in k out k kK KV V V= + - .                             (101) 
Specifically, for any 0kV > , 
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( ) ( )( )( ) ( )( )
( )( )* dim
1
SNR
0 Pr
,
N
err k kp rank F rank MV V
^¢
> = £ =
=
T 
               (102) 
where 
dim
N ^  refers to the dim^  dimensions orthogonal to   in the 
( )( )( )( )dim in outF K K=T S  dimensional space S  of ( )( )F T  , and M  is a matrix with 
rank kV .  
Thus, for 0kV > , ( )err kp V  is related to as the difference between matrix ( )( )F T   and a rank-
kV  matrix M, since ( )( )F T   is a in outK K´  matrix with krank V= ; that is, it has 0kV >  
linearly independent row vectors from the outK  rows [20–22]. Without loss of generality, M  can 
be characterized by ( )in k out k kK KV V V+ -  parameters by theory, from which (101) straightfor-
wardly follows.  
Putting the pieces together, the 
dim
N ^  number of dim^  dimensions orthogonal to manifold space 
  in the ( )( )( )( )dim F T S  dimensional space of ( )( )F T   is precisely 
( )
( )( )
( )( )
dim
dim
.
in out
in out in k out k k
in k out k
N K K
K K K K
K K
V V V
V V
^ = -
= - + -
= - -

                      (103) 
Particularly, from (102) the multidimensional optimal tradeoff function is yielded as 
( ) ( ) dim: kh Nd V ^= .                                      (104) 
The 
dim
N ^  in function of ( )dim  , at 1in outK K= - , 0, 3;0.6; 0.9kV =  is depicted in Fig. 3. 
 
 
Figure 3. The values of 
dim
N ^  in function of ( )dim  , at 1in outK K= - , 0, 3;0.6; 0.9kV = . 
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4  Manifold Extraction for Multicarrier CVQKD 
Theorem 2 (Manifold extraction for multicarrier CVQKD). For user kU , the manifold extrac-
tion at l Gaussian sub-channels leads to an optimal h  tradeoff curve 
( ) ( ): 1k k kh l lfd V V= Z - =  for any multicarrier scheme, where f is the optimal tradeoff curve 
of a single-carrier CVQKD protocol, ( ) ( ): 1k k kf d V V= Z - , and 1Z > .  
 
Proof. 
In the first part of the proof, we assume the case 1l = , which is analogous to a single-carrier 
transmission. In the second part of the proof, we study the multicarrier case for l Gaussian sub-
channels and reveal that a multicarrier case allows significantly improved manifold extraction. 
In the single-carrier scenario, the phase space constellation ( )¢  , ( ) ( )¢ Í     , 
( ) ( )2 kS ¢¢ =   , leads to ( ) 212Skk ¢¶ =  , ( )( )
( )
( )*
2 1
SNR
,
Sk
err kp S
¢ -
¢
¢ =   and ( ) ( ): 1k k kf d V V= Z - , 
as it has been already shown in the proof of Lemma 1. This is precisely the situation for 1l = . 
Specifically, for the multicarrier CVQKD case, let us assume that there are l Gaussian sub-
channels dedicated to the transmission of the , 1, ,id i l=   Gaussian subcarriers, with 
( ) 22
*
*
SNR i
i
i
ws
s
¢¢¢ =

 per i , and secret key rate ( )k iS ¢   as 
( ) ( ),
min
.k ik i inS P
V¢ ¢=                                       (105) 
Without loss of generality, for the total constraint of SVD-assisted AMQD [4], one has precisely  
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )2 *2
1
log 1 SNR
l
i i i k i
i
F T lS
=
¢ ¢+ ³å   .                    (106) 
In particular, by further exploiting the results of SVD-assisted AMQD [4] and following the deri-
vations of Section 5 in [4], here we determine the private random codeword difference for two l-
dimensional input codewords ( ),1 ,, TA A A lp p=p   and ( ),1 ,, TB B B lp p=p  . The probability that 
Ap  is distorted onto Bp  conditioned on ( )( )F T   is evaluated precisely as follows: 
( )( )( ) ( )( )22
*
2 2
2
Pr A B i i i
l
F Q F Twss
¢¢
æ ö÷ç ÷ = ¶ç ÷ç ÷çè øåp p T   ,            (107) 
where i¶  is the normalized difference of ,A ip  and ,B ip , calculated as follows: 
( )
2
2
*
1
, ,i A i B ip psw
s
¢¢
¶ = -

.                                     (108) 
Assuming the case that in (107), the condition 
 ( )( )22
*
2 2
2
1i i i
l
F Twss
¢¢ ¶ <å

                                  (109) 
holds, one obtains  
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( )
2 1
1 2
,
S ll k i
l
l l
c ¢¶ >                                           (110) 
for any constant 0c >  and for an arbitrary pair of Ap  and Bp  [4].  
In particular, at a secret key rate kS ¢  per i , the cardinality of ( )i¢   is as follows: 
( ) ( )2 k iSi ¢¢ =   .                                          (111) 
Thus, in the private transmission each ( )i¢   is precisely defined with ( )2 k iS ¢   CV states if  
for each i , at an averaged ( )k iS ¢   as  
( ) ( ) ( )2 2k i k il S lS¢ ¢å¢ = »    .                                (112) 
Specifically, evaluating the ( )Q ⋅  Gaussian tail function at  
( )( ) ( )( ) 2 2
2
*
2 1 1min min 1 ,
i i i
i i EveF T i
F T
sw
s
u
¢¢" " ¶
æ ö÷ç= - ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø


                          (113) 
where Eveu  is Eve’s corresponding security parameter in an optimal Gaussian attack (for an exact 
derivation of this parameter, see the description of the AMQD modulation in [2]).  
The result in (113) leads to a worst-case scenario precisely as 
( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
2
2
*
2 2
2
Pr min
i i
err A B i i iF T l
p F Q F Twss
¢¢
"
æ ö÷ç ÷=  = ¶ç ÷ç ÷çè øåp p T   ,      (114) 
such that for the l i  Gaussian sub-channels, the following constraint is satisfied: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )2 22 22 2
* *
2 2log 1 log 1
i iF F T
k i
l
lSw w
s s
s s
¢¢ ¢¢æ ö æ ö÷ ÷ç ç ¢÷ ÷+ = + ³ç ç÷ ÷ç ç÷ ÷ç çè ø è øå
T 
 
   .           (115) 
In particular, the optimal manifold extraction ( )k kd V  requires the maximization of the product 
distance 21
l
l¶   at (114); thus without loss of generality, the optimizing condition at l Gaussian 
sub-channels is a maximization as: 
( ) ( )2 11 2: max Sk i
l
k k l li
cd V ¢" ¶ >  .                               (116) 
Since for ( )P i   this condition is satisfied, by using the ( )P i   random permutation opera-
tors defined in [4] as ( )i   for the Gaussian sub-channels, the optimality of ( )k kd V  can be 
satisfied. Using (108), the constraint of (115) can be rewritten as follows [4], [20]: 
( ) ( )22log 1 i i
i
Q
k i
l
lS
¶
æ ö÷ç ¢+ ³÷ç ÷ç ÷è øå
   ,                               (117) 
where  
( ) ( )( ) 2 2 22
*
i i iF T
i iQ
ws
s
¢¢¶=

                                      (118) 
and 
( )( ) ( )( )
2
2
*
2 21
2 20
min min
i i i
i i i iQ F Tl l
Q F Twss
¢¢
" ³ "
= ¶å å 

 ,                  (119) 
where 
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( )( ) ( )( ) 22
2
*
2 1 1min 1 .
i i i
i i EveF T l l
F T
sw
s
u
¢¢" ¶
æ ö÷ç= - ÷ç ÷ç ÷è øå å


                     (120) 
Without loss of generality, from (119) and (120), the Gaussian tail function in (114) can be pre-
cisely rewritten as 
( )212 Eve i
l
Q næ ö÷ç ÷- ¶ç ÷ç ÷çè øå                                        (121) 
and 
( ) ( )2 212 2log log 1 i i
i i
Q
Eve k i
l l
lSu
¶ ¶
æ ö æ ö÷ ÷ç ç ¢= + =÷ ÷ç ç÷ ÷ç ç÷ ÷è ø è øå å
   .                  (122) 
Particularly, from these derivations, the manifold extraction for the multicarrier scenario is yield-
ed as follows. The errE  error event can be rewritten as  
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )2 *2
1
: log 1 SNR
l
err i i i k i
i
F T lS
=
¢ ¢+ <å  E ;              (123) 
thus for ( )( )err kp S ¢  ,  
 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ),
min
2 *
2
1
2 *
2
1
log 1 SNR
log 1 SNR .k i
l
err k i i i k i
i
l
i i i in
i
p S F T lS
F T l P
V
=
=
æ ö÷ç ÷ç¢ ¢ ¢+ < ÷ç ÷ç ÷çè ø
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ¢ ¢+ < ÷ç ÷ç ÷çè ø
å
å
   
 
= Pr
= Pr
       (124) 
Specifically, it can be further evaluated as 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )( )
( )( ) ( )
( )( )
( )
,
min
,*
*
,*
*1 ,*
2 *
2
SNR 12
SNR
SNR 1
1
SNRSNR
log 1 SNR
Pr
,
k i
k i
i
i
k i
i
l k i
i
l
err k i i i in
l
i i
l
p S F T P
F T
V
V
V
V
-
¢ -
¢
Z
¢ -
¢¢
¢ ¢ ¢+ <
æ æ öö÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç ç ÷÷<ç ç ÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç ç ÷÷÷÷ç çè è øø
æ ö÷ç ÷ç ÷= = ç ÷ç ÷ç ÷÷çè ø
   

= Pr
=       (125) 
and at ,k iV , the optimal manifold extraction for each i  is  
( ) ( ) ( ), , ,1 1k i k i k i kd V V V= Z - = Z - .                             (126) 
Thus, without loss of generality, 
( )( ) ( )1*
1
SNR
.
l kerr
p VZ -¢
=                                           (127) 
As follows, from (127), the manifold extraction for the l Gaussian sub-channels, and the optimal 
manifold-degree of freedom ratio tradeoff curve h  [20–22] for the multicarrier transmission, is 
precisely expressed as 
( ) ( ): 1k k kh l lfd V V= Z - = ,                                    (128) 
where 0 kV£ . 
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The single-carrier and multicarrier tradeoff curves f  and h are compared in Fig. 4. 
 
 
Figure 4. Comparison of the optimal manifold-degree of freedom ratio tradeoff curves f  and h  
for single-carrier and multicarrier CVQKD for a user kU .  
 
To conclude the results, the multicarrier CVQKD with l Gaussian sub-channels provides an l-fold 
manifold gain over the single-carrier CVQKD protocols, for all kV . 
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4.1 Manifold Extraction for AMQD-MQA 
Theorem 3 (Manifold extraction in a multiple-access multicarrier CVQKD). For any ,in outK K  
multiple-access multicarrier CVQKD scenario, the manifold extraction is maximized via 
( ) min
min
2
1: max
n
k k ni
d V l
" 
, where il  is the i-th smallest singular value of matrix 
( ) ( )*
1
SNR
j A B¢
= -M p p , and ,A Bp p  are l-dimensional random private codewords. 
 
Proof. 
Let us assume that ,A Bp p  are l-dimensional inputs, ( ),1 ,, TA A A lp p=p   and 
( ),1 ,, TB B B lp p=p  . The ( )( )( )Pr A B Fp p T   pairwise error probability can be evaluated 
as 
( )( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )2Pr max A BFA B F Qh ⋅ -" = T p pp p T  ,                   (129) 
where h  is expressed as 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )( )*
2 12
SNR
:
Sk
inK
F Fh
¢ -
¢
= >T T

  .                        (130) 
Without loss of generality, let l  be the smallest eigenvalue of jM , 
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( )min iil l"= ,                                              (131) 
where jM  stands for the private codeword difference matrix, 
( ) ( )*
1
SNR
j A B¢
= -M p p .                                      (132) 
In particular, using (131) and (129) can be written precisely as  
( )( )( ) ( )( )( )212Pr 2 1 .kSA B inF Q Kl ¢ = -p p T                       (133) 
Precisely, the result of (133) follows from the fact that for a in outK K´  matrix jM , the following 
relation holds for jM  and its smallest eigenvalue l , by theory: 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )
†2 †min j jF
F Fl
"
=
T
T M M T

  .                         (134) 
Some calculations then straightforwardly reveal that for ( )( )( )212 2 1 1,kSinQ Kl ¢ - >   the condi-
tion on l  is as follows: 
( )( ) ( )
2 1 1
2 1 2S Sk kin inK K
l
-
>   .                                    (135) 
Introducing a covariance matrix oK  as  
( )*SNR Kin
in
I
o K
¢=K ,                                          (136) 
where 
inK
I  is the in inK K´  identity matrix, errE  can be rewritten as 
( )( ) ( )( )( ) ( )†2log det outerr K oI F F S ¢= + <T K T  E ,            (137) 
where without loss of generality, 
( ) ( ) ( )( )
22
2
*
2max log 1 .
i ii
i
F T
li
S P w
s
s
¢¢
"
æ æ öö÷÷ç ç ÷÷¢ ¢ ç ç£ = + ÷÷ç ç ÷÷ç ç ÷÷è è øøå 
                    (138) 
Let the SNIR (signal-to noise plus interference ratio) of i  be ( )*SNIRi¢  in an SVD-assisted 
AMQD setting, then errE  can be rewritten precisely as 
( )( ) ( ) ( )( )
( )( ) ( )
*
SNR †
2
*
1
log det
1 SNIR .
out in
in
err K K
K
i
i
I F F
S
¢
=
æ ö÷ç= + ÷ç ÷ç ÷è ø
¢ ¢= + <å
T TE  

                (139) 
Then, let us assume that r  sub-channels are interfering with each other in the SVD-assisted mul-
ticarrier transmission. Specifically, at r interfering sub-channels, after some calculations, it can be 
found that the ( )kS ¢   secret key rate reduces to precisely  
( ) ( ) ( )1 1ink k r KS rS + -¢ ¢=   .                                     (140) 
Thus, the resulting ( )( )err kp S ¢   error probability is [20] 
( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )*SNR 1†2Pr log det k inout in
r K
err k K K r
p S I F F P
V¢ + -æ æ ö ö÷ ÷ç ç¢ ¢= + <÷ ÷ç ç ÷ ÷ç ç ÷ ÷è è ø øT T     , (141) 
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where 
outK
I  is the out outK K´  identity matrix.  
Then, by exploiting a union bound averaged over the   statistics (see (61)) for each i  [20–21], 
the 
in outK K
h >  optimal tradeoff curve is yielded as follows: 
( ) ( ): 2 2
in outK K k k k
h d V V> = - .                                     (142) 
Assuming the situation in outK K£ ,  some further results can also be derived.  
By using (139) and the properties of the multidimensional manifold space   (see Theorem 1), 
and by averaging over the   statistics, the 
in outK K
h £  tradeoff function [20] without loss of gener-
ality is 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) min: , , 0, ,in outK K k k in outh i K i K i i nd V£ = - ⋅ - =  .             (143) 
Putting the pieces together, for each function 
in outK K
h >  and in outK Kh £ , the manifold extraction is 
optimized via the maximization of the minn  smallest singular values as min1 nl  , where for each 
0 2i inKl£ £  and are determined from jM  (see (132)).  
Exploiting the argumentation of (110), the corresponding condition on 
min1 n
l   for the optimal 
tradeoff curve h  is precisely as 
( )
1
min2
1 1min min2 2
min
1
1
2
: max
n Sk i
n
ni n
h cl
¢"
>  ,                             (144) 
for any constant 0c > .  
The results for any in outK K>  and in outK K£  at 2, 4in outK K= =  are summarized in Fig. 5. 
 
 
Figure 5. The optimal tradeoff curves 
in outK K
h >  for any in outK K> , and in outK Kh £  at 
2, 4in outK K= = . The in outK Kh >  curve is maximized in ( ) 4k kd V =  at 0kV = , and picks up the 
minimum ( ) 0k kd V =  at 2kV = , for any in outK K> . For any in outK K£ , the in outK Kh £ curve 
has the max. in ( )k k in outK Kd V = , 0kV = , and the min. ( ) 0k kd V =  at ( )min ,k in outK KV = . 
■ 
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5  Conclusions 
The additional degree of freedom injected by the multicarrier transmission represents a significant 
resource to achieve performance improvements in CVQKD protocols. The proposed manifold ex-
traction exploits those extra resources brought in by the multicarrier CVQKD modulation and is 
unavailable in a single-carrier CVQKD scheme. We introduced the term of multidimensional 
manifold extraction and proved that it can significantly improve the reliability of the phase space 
transmission. We demonstrated the results through the AMQD multicarrier modulation and ex-
tended it to the multiple-access multicarrier scenario through the AMQD-MQA scheme. We stud-
ied the potential of a multidimensional manifold space of multicarrier CVQKD and the optimized 
tradeoff curve between the manifold parameter and the additional degree of freedom ratio. The 
results confirm that the possibilities in a multicarrier CVQKD significantly exceed the single-
carrier CVQKD scenario. The extra degrees of freedom allow the utilization of sophisticated op-
timization techniques for the aim of performance improvement. The available and efficiently ex-
ploitable extra resources have a crucial significance in experimental CVQKD, particularly in long-
distance scenarios. 
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Supplemental Information 
 
S.1  Notations 
The notations of the manuscript are summarized in Table S.1. 
 
Table S.1. The summary of the notations.  
( )Q ⋅  Gaussian tail function. 
( )rank ⋅  Rank function. 
E  An event. 
i Index for the i-th subcarrier Gaussian CV, ii i ix pf = + . 
j 
Index for the j-th Gaussian single-carrier CV, 
ij j jx pj = + . 
l 
Number of Gaussian sub-channels i  for the transmission 
of the Gaussian subcarriers. The overall number of the sub-
channels is n. The remaining n l-  sub-channels do not 
transmit valuable information. 
( ),i ix p  Position and momentum quadratures of the i-th Gaussian subcarrier, ii i ix pf = + . 
( ),i ix p¢ ¢  Noisy position and momentum quadratures of Bob’s i-th noisy subcarrier Gaussian CV, ii i ix pf¢ ¢ ¢= + . 
( ),j jx p  Position and momentum quadratures of the j-th Gaussian single-carrier ij j jx pj = + . 
( ),j jx p¢ ¢  Noisy position and momentum quadratures of Bob’s j-th recovered single-carrier Gaussian CV ij j jx pj¢ ¢ ¢= + . 
,A ix , ,A ip  
Alice’s quadratures in the transmission of the i-th subcar-
rier. 
SNRi  
The SNR of the i-th Gaussian sub-channel i , 
2
2
SNR i
i
i
ws
s=  .  
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SNRi¢  
The SNR of the i-th Gaussian sub-channel i  in the SVD-
assisted multicarrier transmission, 
2
2
SNR i
i
i
ws
s
¢¢¢ =

. 
SNR  The SNR of the Gaussian channel  , 
2
2
SNR wss=  . 
SNR¢  
The SNR of the Gaussian channel   in an SVD-assisted 
protocol, 
2
2
SNR w
s
s
¢¢¢ =

. 
*SNRi  
The SNR of the i-th Gaussian sub-channel i  in a private 
transmission, 
2
2
*
*SNR i
i
i
ws
s=

. 
( )*SNRi¢  
The SNR of the i-th Gaussian sub-channel i  in an SVD-
assisted private transmission, ( ) 22
*
*
SNR i
i
i
ws
s
¢¢¢ =

. 
*SNR  
The SNR of the Gaussian channel   in a private trans-
mission, 
2
2
*
*SNR w
s
s=

. 
( )*SNR¢  
The SNR of the Gaussian channel   in an SVD-assisted 
private transmission, ( ) 22
*
*
SNR wss
¢¢¢ =

. 
( )iP   The private classical capacity of a Gaussian sub-channel 
i . 
( )iP ¢   The private classical capacity of a Gaussian sub-channel 
i  at SVD-assistance. 
( )S  , ( )kS   The secret key rate in a multicarrier setting, and the secret key rate of user kU .  
( )S ¢  , ( )k iS ¢   
The secret key rate in an SVD-assisted multicarrier trans-
mission, and the secret key rate of user kU . In the manifold 
extraction these are fixed as ( ) ( )
min
,kk nS P
V¢ ¢=   and 
( ) ( ),
min
,k ik i inS P
V¢ ¢=   respectively. 
1 ld   
Product distance derived for the l Gaussian sub-channels, 
( )( )2 11 2S i ll lcd ¢>  , for any constant 0c >  and secret key 
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rate ( ) 0iS ¢ >  per i . 
errp  Error probability. 
Ap  
An l-dimensional random private codeword, 
( ),1 ,, TA A A lp p=p  , where the i-th component ip  is dedi-
cated to i .  
  
Set of transmittance coefficients, such that for j"  of 
( )( ) ( )( ){ }: minj j i iiF T F T"=   , where 
( )( ) ( )*1SNRi iF T ¢³ . It refers to the worst-case scenario at 
which a ( ) 0S ¢ >  nonzero secret key rate could exist. 
( )i   A statistical averaging over the distribution of the ( )i iT   
transmittance coefficients. 
2
2lc  
Chi-square distribution with 2l  degrees of freedom, has a 
density ( ) ( ) 111 ! ,l xlf x x e- --=  where 0x ³ . 
kV  
Degree of freedom ratio of user kU , 
( ) ( )1 min.k kP S nV ¢ ¢=    
kd  Manifold parameter, ( ) ( )
( )( )
( )
2
1*
min
log
SNR
lim err k
n
p S
k k P
d V ¢- ¢¢ ¥
=  . 
single
errp  
Error probability in a single-carrier transmission, 
( )( )*
1
SNR
,
single
single
errp d¢
=  where 1singled V= - . 
AMQD
errp  
Error probability in a multicarrier transmission, 
( )( )*
1
SNR
,
AMQD
AMQD
errp d¢
=  ( )1AMQD ld V= - . 
k¶ , ,k i¶  
Distance function for the phase space constellation ( )¢   
and ( )i¢   of user kU , ( ) 212Sk ii ¢¶ =  , and ( ) 21, 2Sk ik i ¢¶ =  . 
f 
The optimal manifold-degree of freedom ratio tradeoff curve 
for a single-carrier transmission, ( ) ( ): 1k k kf d V V= Z - , 
where 0 1kV< £ . 
h 
The optimal manifold-degree of freedom ratio tradeoff curve 
for multicarrier transmission, ( ) ( ): 1k k kf ld V V= Z - , 
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where 0 1kV< £ , at l sub-channels. 
r 
Number of interfering sub-channels in an SVD-assisted mul-
ticarrier scenario. 
( )h   
The multidimensional optimal manifold-degree of freedom 
ratio tradeoff curve over the multidimensional manifold 
space  . 
  
Multidimensional manifold space, has dimension  
( ) ( )dim in k out k kK KV V V= + - .  
dim
N ^  
The number of dimensions orthogonal to   in the space of 
( )( )( )F T S , ( )( )dim in k out kN K KV V^ = - - . 
( )( )( )F T S  The multidimensional space of ( )( )F T  , has dimension 
of ( )( )( )( )dim in outF K K=T S . 
2
il  The squared random singular values of ( )( )F T  . 
oK  
An optimizing covariance matrix, defined as 
( )*SNR Kin
in
I
o K
¢=K , where 
inK
I  is the in inK K´  identity 
matrix. 
jM  
The private codeword difference matrix, 
( ) ( )*
1
SNR
j A B¢
= -M p p . 
( )min iil l"=  
Smallest eigenvalue of the jM  private codeword difference 
matrix. 
h  A maximization criteria over the distribution of ( )( )F T  . 
1S , 2S  Sets of singular operators { }11 1 2,F U-=S , { }12 1 2,U U-=S .
( ) 12 1F U F-= GT , 
( ) 12 1F U U-= GT  
The SVD of ( )F T , where 11 1, in inK KF F ´- Î   and 
1
2 2, out out
K KU U ´- Î   are unitary matrices, inK  and outK  
refer to the number of sender and receiver users such that 
in outK K£ , 1 11 1 1 1F F F F I- -= = , 1 12 2 2 2U U U U I- -= = , 
and G Î   is a diagonal matrix with non-negative real 
diagonal elements il ,  ( )
min
1
2, 1,i i in
F U Fl -= åT . 
min1 2 n
l l l³ ³  The non-negative real diagonal elements of the diagonal 
matrix G Î  , called the eigenchannels of 
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( ) 12 1F U F-= GT .  
2
il  
The minn  squared eigenchannels 
2
il  are the eigenvalues of 
( ) ( )† 12 2TF F U U-= GGT T . 
minn  
( )min min ,in outn K K= , equals to the rank of ( )F T , where 
in outK K£ . 
s  
Stream matrix, ( ) ( )
min1
, , 0,
T
ns s= Î ss K  , defined by 
the unitary 1F  ( 1U ) applied on ( )0,Î zz K .   
is  
A stream variable is  that identifies the CV state is  in the 
phase space  . Expressed as 12, 1, ,i i i i is U F sl -¢ =  and 
( )
min
1
2, 1, .i i i inF U F sl -¢ = = ås T s  
( )12 iU g-  
The Fourier-transformed eigenchannel interference, 
( ) ( )( )1212 0, ii UU gg -- Î K , ( )12 2 2i i iU g gs g- = = é ùê úë ûK  , 
( ) ( )min1 1 12 2 2, 1,ni j j j jj iU U U F sg l- - -¹= å . The variance 
2 0gs  , in the low-SNR regimes. 
( )20, zz sÎ   
The variable of a single-carrier Gaussian  CV state, 
ij Î  . Zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian 
random variable, 
0
22 22z z ws s
é ù =ê úë û=  , with i.i.d. zero 
mean, Gaussian random quadrature components 
( )
0
2, 0,x p wsÎ  , where 0
2
ws  is the variance.  
( )20,sDD Î   
The noise variable of the Gaussian channel  , with i.i.d. 
zero-mean, Gaussian random noise components on the posi-
tion and momentum quadratures ( )2, 0,x p sD D Î   , 
222 2s sD é ù =ê úë û= D  . 
( )20, dd sÎ   
The variable of a Gaussian subcarrier CV state, if Î  . 
Zero-mean, circular symmetric Gaussian random variable, 
22 22d d ws sé ù =ê úë û=  , with i.i.d. zero mean, Gaussian ran-
dom quadrature components ( )2, 0,d dx p wsÎ  , where 2ws  
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is the modulation variance of the Gaussian subcarrier CV 
state.  
( ) ( )1 †CVQFTF- ⋅ = ⋅  The inverse CVQFT transformation, applied by the en-
coder, continuous-variable unitary operation. 
( ) ( )CVQFTF ⋅ = ⋅  The CVQFT transformation, applied by the decoder, con-
tinuous-variable unitary operation. 
( ) ( )1 IFFTF- ⋅ = ⋅  Inverse FFT transform, applied by the encoder. 
0
2
ws  Single-carrier modulation variance. 
2 21
illw ws s= å  Multicarrier modulation variance. Average modulation vari-ance of the l Gaussian sub-channels i .  
( )
( )
,
1
,
IFFT
.
i k i
k i i
z
F z d
f
-
=
= =  
The i-th Gaussian subcarrier CV of user kU , where IFFT 
stands for the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform, if Î  , 
( )20,
i
i d
d sÎ  , 22
i
id
ds é ù= ê úë û , i ii d dd x p= + i , 
( )20,
i F
dx wsÎ  , ( )20,i Fdp wsÎ   are i.i.d. zero-mean 
Gaussian random quadrature components, and 2
Fws  is the 
variance of the Fourier transformed Gaussian state. 
( ), CVQFTk i ij f=  
The decoded single-carrier CV of user kU  from the subcar-
rier CV, expressed as ( ) ( )( )1 , , .i k i k iF d F F z z-= =  
  Gaussian quantum channel. 
, 1, ,i i n=   Gaussian sub-channels. 
( )T   
Channel transmittance, normalized complex random vari-
able, ( ) ( ) ( )Re ImT T T= + Î   i . The real part 
identifies the position quadrature transmission, the imagi-
nary part identifies the transmittance of the position quad-
rature. 
( )i iT   
Transmittance coefficient of Gaussian sub-channel i , 
( ) ( )( ) ( )( )Re Imi i i i i iT T T= + Î   i , quantifies 
the position and momentum quadrature transmission, with 
(normalized) real and imaginary parts 
( )0 Re 1 2 ,i iT£ £  ( )0 Im 1 2i iT£ £ , where 
( ) ( )Re Imi i i iT T=  .  
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EveT  Eve’s transmittance, ( )1EveT T= -  . 
,Eve iT  Eve’s transmittance for the i-th subcarrier CV. 
KÍ  
The subset of allocated users, KÍ . Only the allocated 
users can transmit information in a given (particularly the 
j-th) AMQD block. The cardinality of subset   is  . 
,  1, ,kU k =    An allocated user from subset KÍ . 
( )1, , Tdz z= + =z x p i  
A d-dimensional, zero-mean, circular symmetric complex 
random Gaussian vector that models d Gaussian CV input 
states, ( )0, zK , †é ùê úë û=zK zz , where i i iz x p= + i , 
( )1, , Tdx x=x  , ( )1, , Tdp p=p  , with ( )
0
20,ix wsÎ  , 
( )
0
20,ip wsÎ   i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian random variables. 
( )1F-=d z  
An l-dimensional, zero-mean, circular symmetric complex 
random Gaussian vector of the l Gaussian subcarrier CVs, 
( )0, dK , †é ùê úë û=dK dd , ( )1, , Tld d=d  , i i id x p= + i , 
( )2, 0,
F
i ix p wsÎ   are i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian random 
variables, 
0
2 21
Fw ws s= . The i-th component is 
( )20,
i
i d
d sÎ  , 22
i
id
ds é ù= ê úë û . 
( )†0,k k kÎ é ùê úë ûy y y   A d-dimensional zero-mean, circular symmetric complex Gaussian random vector. 
,k my  
The m-th element of the k-th user’s vector ky , expressed as 
( )( ) ( ) ( ), .k m i i i ily F T F d F= + Då   
( )( )F T   Fourier transform of ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 ,
T l
l lT Té ù= Îë ûT     , 
the complex transmittance vector. 
( )F D  Complex vector, expressed as ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
2 ,
TF FF
F e
- D DD
D =
K
 with 
covariance matrix ( ) ( ) ( )†F F FD = D Dé ùê úë ûK  . 
jé ùë ûy  AMQD block, ( )( ) ( ) ( )j F F j F jé ù é ù é ù= + Dë û ë û ë ûy T d . 
( ) 2F jt é ù= ë ûd  
An exponentially distributed variable, with density 
( ) ( ) 2221 2 ,nf e wt swt s -= 22n wt sé ù £ë û . 
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,Eve iT  
Eve’s transmittance on the Gaussian sub-channel i , 
, , ,Re ImEve i Eve i Eve iT T T= + Î i , ,0 Re 1 2Eve iT£ £ , 
,0 Im 1 2Eve iT£ £ , 
2
,0 1Eve iT£ < . 
kR  Transmission rate of user kU . 
id  
A id  subcarrier in an AMQD block. For subset KÍ  
with   users and l Gaussian sub-channels for the trans-
mission, 
2
1
1
, 1, ,
ik
n
i kkn
d z e i l
p-
== =å 
i
. 
minn  
The { }1min , , ln n  minimum of the in  sub-channel coeffi-
cients, where ( )( ) 22i i iF Tn s=    and i Even n< . 
2
ws  
Modulation variance, ( ) ( )2 minEve p xws n n d= -  , where 
1
Eve ln = , ( ) 2
22* *1
1 1
ik
n
n n
ki kn
F T T e
pl -= == = å å i  and 
*T  is the expected transmittance of the Gaussian sub-
channels under an optimal Gaussian collective attack. 
kn  
Additional sub-channel coefficient for the correction of 
modulation imperfections. For an ideal Gaussian modula-
tion, 0kn = , while for an arbitrary ( )p x   distribution 
( ) ( )( )min 1 p xkn n d= -  , where ( ) ( )( )min 1 1Eve p xn n dk - -=  . 
1, ,k
T
U sjé ù é ù=ë û ë û    
The set of i  Gaussian sub-channels from the set of l good 
sub-channels that transmit the s subcarriers of user kU  in 
the j-th AMQD block. 
2
iws ¢  
The constant modulation variance 2
iws ¢  for eigenchannel il , 
evaluated as 
minmin
2 2 2 21max ,
i
i nn ww
s m s l s ¢¢
æ ö÷ç= - =÷ç ÷çè ø  with a 
total constraint  
min
2 2 2 21
i in llw ww ws s s s¢ ¢= = =å å . 
2
ws ¢¢  
The modulation variance of the AMQD multicarrier trans-
mission in the SVD environment. Expressed as 
min
2 2 2maxEve inw
s n s l¢¢ æ ö÷ç= - ÷ç ÷çè ø , where il  is the i-th eigen-
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channel of ( )F T , 
min
2max in
l  is the largest eigenvalue of  
( ) ( )†F FT T , with a total constraint 
2 2 21 .
ill w wws s s¢¢¢¢ = >å  
( )( )S F T  
The statistical model of ( )F T  at a partial channel side 
information, ( )( ) 1
inout
KK
S F x x-= GT , where 1
outK
x-  and 
inK
x  
are unitaries that formulate the input covariance matrix 
1
in in
K K
x x-= ÃsK , while Ã  is a diagonal matrix, 
{ }
1
2 2 †, ,
Kin
Qdiag Qw ws s¢ ¢=sK  .  
  Phase space constellation  . 
( )P   
Random phase space permutation constellation for the tran-
smission of the Gaussian subcarriers, expressed as 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )1 21 1 2 1 1
, , , , , ,
P P P
l
P P P
l d d l dP Pf f f
æ ö÷ç= = ÷ç ÷çè ø            
     
where if  are the Gaussian subcarrier CVs, iP , 2, ,i l=   
is a random permutation operator, ( ) ( )i jd d=      is the 
cardinality of ( )i  . The optimality function is 
( )( ) ( )2Eve i
l
o n d= -å  . 
( )P id    Cardinality of ( )i  . 
id  
The normalized difference of two Gaussian subcarriers ,A id  
and ,B id , ( )2
2
1
, ,i A i B id dsw
s
d
¢¢
= -

. 
¶  
Difference function of Gaussian subcarriers (phase space 
symbols) ,A id  and ,A jd  in constellations ( )P k  , 
1, ,k l=  . For two Gaussian sub-channels 1  and 2 , 
( )( ) ( )
,
1 , ,min
A i
P
A i A jd
d d
"
¶ = -  ,
( )( ) ( )( )2 1P P¶ = ⋅ ¶     , where 2³ , j i¹ . 
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S.2  Abbreviations 
 
AMQD   Adaptive Multicarrier Quadrature Division 
BS    Beam Splitter 
CV    Continuous-Variable 
CVQFT  Continuous-Variable Quantum Fourier Transform 
CVQKD   Continuous-Variable Quantum Key Distribution 
DV   Discrete Variable 
FFT   Fast Fourier Transform 
IFFT   Inverse Fast Fourier Transform 
MQA    Multiuser Quadrature Allocation 
QKD   Quantum Key Distribution 
SNR   Signal to Noise Ratio 
SNIR   Signal to Noise plus Interference Ratio 
SVD   Singular Value Decomposition 
 
 
